APPENDIX 1

MATHEMATICS GUIDES


· *Syllabus for Schools Mathematics: Junior Classes to Standard Four*, Department of Education, New Zealand, 1985

· *Syllabus for Schools Mathematics: Forms 1 to 4*, Department of Education, New Zealand, 1987


· Sixth Form Certificate Mathematics, in *School Awards Prescriptions*, New Zealand Qualifications Authority, 1991

· University Bursaries/Entrance Scholarships Mathematics with Calculus, in *School Awards Prescriptions*, New Zealand Qualifications Authority, 1991

· University Bursaries/Entrance Scholarships Mathematics with Statistics, in *School Awards Prescriptions*, New Zealand Qualifications Authority, 1991

MATHEMATICS TEXTS

· *School Mathematics 3*, School Publications Branch, Department of Education, New Zealand, 1986

· *It's a Mathematical World Book 1*, Longman Paul, 1982

· *Delta Mathematics*, Longman Paul, 1989

· *Sigma Mathematics*, Longman Paul, 1986
SCIENCE GUIDES

- *Science in the National Curriculum (Draft)*, Ministry of Education, New Zealand, 1992


- University Bursaries Entrance Scholarships Physics in *School Awards Prescriptions*, New Zealand Qualifications Authority, 1991

SCIENCE RESOURCE BOOKLETS FOR TEACHERS

- *Air*, Department of Education, Wellington, New Zealand, 1982


- *Discovering Electricity*, Department of Education, Wellington, New Zealand, 1980


SCIENCE TEXTS


- *Senior Physics for Form Seven*, Heinemann Education, 1985
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